


Adverbs describe a VERB.  For example, when the sentence states, “The 
boy spoke.”  Since the verb is spoke, the writer can add an adverb to 

describe HOW they spoke. Take a look in the sentence below! 
 

The boy spoke   proudly. 

Adverbs-How 
uslowly    uquickly   ufast    usilently 
uloudly    usoftly    unervously   uquietly 
uvery    uawfully   uhappily   usadly 
ualoud    utogether   utoo    unoisily   
uwildly    ujoyfully   uproudly   ugently 
uprotectively  ugenerously   uangrily    usoftly 
upolitely   urudely    unicely    ukindly   
  

Adverbs-How Often 
urarely    unever    usometimes   uoften 
udaily    ua lot    uagain    uweekly 
umonthly   uyearly 
  

Adverbs-Where 
uunder    uover    uinside    uoutside 
uup     udown    ubeside    unext   
unearby   uclose    ufar    uby 
uhere    uaway    uout    uin 
  

Adverbs-When 
usoon    ulater    uearly    ufinally 
udaily    utoday    utomorrow   uyesterday 
unow    usuddenly   ufirst    usecond 
uthird    ufourth   ufifth    usixth 
useventh   ueighth    uninth    ulast 
ulast week   ulast month   ulast year   unext year 
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When we write dialogue, we use a speaker tag to identify 
who spoke! A speaker tag describes HOW the speaker is 

saying something out loud.  
uacknowledged-to let someone know you hear what they said   
udecided-making a decision 
umurmured-saying something softly 
uscreamed/shouted/shrieked-expressing anger 
uadded-adding details to a conversation     
udemanded-showing you want something 
unagged-telling someone what to do     
uadmitted-admitting you know or did something 
udenied-denying you know or did anything 
uadvised-giving someone advise or help with a problem 
udescribed-giving details about something 
unotified-telling someone something    
usnapped-showing annoyance 
uagreed-show agreement with someone 
udictated-strongly told    
uobjected-showing disagreement    
usneered-expressing sneakiness  
uannounced   uemphasized   uobserved   usobbed (cried) 
uanswered   uestimated   uordered    uspoke 

uapproved   uexclaimed   upleaded (begged)  usputtered 

uasked    uexpressed   uprayed    ustated (told) 

uassumed   ufeared    upredicted   ustormed 

uassured    ugiggled    uquestioned   usuggested 

ubabbled    ugrinned    ureassured   utaunted (harassed) 

ubargained   ugrunted    urelated    uthought 

ubegan    uindicated   urepeated   utold 

uboasted (bragged)  uinsisted    ureplied    uurged (encouraged) 

ubragged   uinstructed   urequested (asked)  uuttered 

ucalled    ulaughed    uresponded (answered)uvowed (promised) 

uclaimed (declared)  ulectured (tell firmly)urestated  (say again) uwailed (cried) 

ucommanded   ulied    urevealed (tell)   uwarned 

ucommented   umentioned   uroared    uwhispered 

ucomplained   umoaned  (show pain)  uruled    uridiculed (mocked) 

ucried    umumbled   uscolded (reprimand)     
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Said is NOT dead!  
Write said with a prepositional phrase to tell 

HOW the character or person said something. 
 

...said Samantha with a smile on her face. 
...said Jim to confirm his agreement with the plan. 

...said Mel so that her friend would know she was in trouble  
...said the teacher with a confused look on her face. 

 

MODEL #1: (Tag at the End) 
The speaker tag can be at the end of the 

sentence   my teacher said with a smile 
on her face. 

 
MODEL #2: (Tag at the Beginning) 

My teacher said with a smile on 
her face   The speaker tag can 

be at the beginning of the sentence. 
 

MODEL #3: (Tag in the Middle) 
 The speaker tag can 

be at the beginning or end of the  
sentence   my teacher said with a smile on 
her face   but it can also be in the middle.”  
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Transition words are words that introduce thoughts, 
connect your thinking , and help your writing flow 

from one idea to the next. 
 

Sequential Adding Detail Comparing/ 
Contrasting 

Emphasizing  

There are many 
reasons 

For instance In contrast Especially 

First For example Similarly  Emphasizing the 
point that 

Second  One reason I feel 
this way is 

Compared to  After al 

Next  Additionally  On one hand  Above all 

As you can see Not only On the other hand Incredibly 

Afterward  Besides Both  Most importantly 

So  Along with However  Unbelievably  

Before In other words Yet Again 

During Also  Although To repeat my point 

Soon after Moreover Otherwise For this reason 

Later Most importantly On the contrary 

To begin Since Along with 

Finally  Therefore  Ordinarily 

Concluding Words 
In conclusion Please remember In closing As a result 

Finally Clearly Due to To sum up 

Don’t forget To summarize Altogether Overall 

In fact Thus Lastly Ultimately  

All in all Surely For all these 
reasons 
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Emotion words are words that express feelings, thoughts, or 
motivations for a character in a story. Revealing a character’s 

emotions give more depth and detail about the character and make 
your writing better! 

 

Happy Surprised Embarrassed Lucky  
elated shocked ashamed fortunate 

ecstatic startled humiliated favored 

joyful excited mortified blessed 

gleeful  stunned insecure successful 

overjoyed astounded devastated charmed 

content flabbergasted hurt  promising 

glad  dumbfounded Sad prosperous  

delighted speechless depressed well 

blissful Confused miserable golden 
gratified puzzled somber on a role 

on cloud nine  bewildered melancholy born with a silver spoon 

tickled pink  baffled distressed coming up roses 

walking on air  stumped glum getting a break 

Mad Scared 

angry upset fearful frightened 

furious enraged nervous terrified 

agitated infuriated worried petrified 

frantic fuming overwhelmed aghast  

hysterical crazy anxious panicked 

livid irate horrified intimidated 

cross irritated  terrorized numb 
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Writing about the character’s TRAITS will give the reader a 
clear picture of the character’s personality.  

Writing evidence and examples that describe your 
character’s traits will make your writing stronger!   

 
Positive Character Traits Negative Character Traits 

active adventurous afraid anxious 

affectionate ambitious argumentative  bossy 

brave brilliant bully boring 

capable careful clumsy cold-hearted 

caring charismatic competitive conceited 

charming clever childish  cowardly 

compassionate concerned critical cruel 

confident conscientious dishonest disrespectful 

considerate cooperative foolish gloomy 

courageous courteous  greedy grouchy 

dependable determined hateful hopeless 

eager efficient ignorant immature 

energetic enthusiastic impolite jealous 

fair friendly lonely mean 

generous gentle moody obnoxious 

hopeful humorous pessimistic picky 

independent insistent restless rowdy 

intelligent logical rude sarcastic 

lovable loving secretive selfish 

loyal lucky silly sly 

obedient optimistic sneaky snobbish 

peaceful persistent stingy strict 

pleasant polite stubborn thoughtless 

reliable respectful timid unfriendly 

responsible sensitive unpleasant  unhappy 

sincere smart irresponsible  withdrawn 

thoughtful trustworthy unruly unsure 
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WALK/WALKED RUN/RAN EAT/ATE DANCE/DANCED 

stroll/strolled bolt/bolted devour/devoured boogie/boogied 

parade/paraded sprint/sprinted bite/bit whirl/whirled  

march/marched rush/rushed chew/chewed disco/discoed 

roam/roamed hustle/hustled ingest/ingested rock/rocked 

tiptoe/tiptoed dash/dashed nibble/nibbled jitter/jittered 

JUMP/JUMPED flee/fled chomp/chomped HOLD/HELD 

bounce/bounced skip/skipped gnaw/gnawed grip/gripped 

pounce/pounced dart/darted  munch/munched clasp/clasped 

plunge/plunged gallop/galloped PUT clench/clenched 

hurdle/hurdled fly/flew install/installed clutch/clutched 

jolt/jolted scuttle/scuttled  bring/brought ACCEPT/ACCEPTED 

plummet/plummeted   spring/sprung insert/inserted approve/approved 

leap/leapt LAUGH/LAUGHED place/placed authorize/authorized 

SEE/SAW chuckle/chuckled lay/laid confirm/confirmed 

detect/detected giggle/giggled plant/planted acknowledge/
acknowledged 

recognize/recognized snicker/snickered set endorse/endorsed 

spot/spotted shriek/shrieked MAKE/MADE capable 

notice/noticed snort/snorted assemble/assembled effective 
identify/identified roar/roared form/formed ingenious 

peek/peeked burst generate/generated ORGANIZE/ORGANIZED 

glance/glanced grin/grinned prepare/prepared coordinated 

study/studied SCARE/SCARED produce/produced grouped 
observe/observed startle/startled compose/composed classified 

stare/stared spook/spooked manufacture/
manufactured  TELL/TOLD 

watch/watched frighten/frightened arrange/arranged advise/advised 
inspect/inspected alarm/alarmed adjust/adjusted express/expressed 

gaze/gazed terrify/
terrified 

construct/
constructed  

announce/
announced 

spy/spied shake/shook compile/compiled confess/confessed 

examine/examined surprise/surprised create/created disclose/disclosed 
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GOOD CORRECT LOYAL SMART 

acceptable accurate faithful intelligent 

adequate precise trustworthy witty 

decent exact devoted dexterous 

fitting right reliable cunning 

sufficient ENTERTAINING dependable bright 

THRILLED exciting dedicated capable 

overjoyed amusing constant astute 

grateful interesting  committed perceptive 

pleased comical CONFIDENT clever 

delighted pleasurable secure skillful 

gleeful appealing  positive masterful 

ecstatic informative certain proficient 

elated scrawny self-assured savvy 

SHY skinny self-reliant ingenious 

humble lean upbeat keen 

modest narrow firm observant 

quiet CAREFUL decisive capable 

passive cautious assertive effective 

compliant vigilant dogmatic ingenious 

meek guarded READY ORGANIZED 

obedient alert prepared coordinated 

tame BRAVE prepped grouped 

POSSIBLE valiant rehearsed classified 

likely courageous set methodical 

achievable bold in order wise 

probable daring in place FUNNY 

thinkable heroic arranged comical 

viable fearless anticipating witty 

imaginable gutsy expectant humorous 

WARM descriptive words add a POSITIVE tone to the subject of your writing.  For example, 
“The dexterous and masterful student was ready to graduate.’ 
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COOL descriptive words sometimes add a NEGATIVE tone to 
the subject of your writing.  For example, “The absurd and 

irrational man was upsetting the people around him!”  

SHY GROSS UPSET RIDICULOUS 

humble revolting dissatisfied absurd 

modest sickening upset silly 

quiet disgusting disenchanted strange 

passive nauseating saddened  meaningless 

compliant repulsive frustrated bizarre 

meek horrid regretful irrational 

obedient dreadful insulted unreasonable 

tame horrendous MEAN crazy 

OLD loyal spiteful foolish 

ancient HARMFUL unpleasant CRANKY 

old damaging unkind moody 

antique ruined hurtful irritable 

aged hurtful cruel touch 

elderly detrimental upsetting ornery 

mature destructive disturbing grouchy 

THIN CONFIDENT offensive disagreeable 

scrawny arrogant SCARED crabby 

skinny snooty frightened upset 

lean lofty fearful WILD 

narrow humble terrified reckless 

RUDE superior petrified irresponsible 

insulting AWKWARD anxious uncontrollable 

offensive clumsy panicked careless 

insensitive uncomfortable nervous vicious 

discourteous unskilled worried  uncivil 

vulgar embarrassed alarmed corrupt 

impolite ineffective startled unrestrained Pa
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LOOK SMELL SOUND FEEL TASTE 
small fragrant loud soft bitter 

petite bitter noisy smooth bland 

teeny clean blaring fluffy burnt 

scrawny delicious ear-splitting delicate buttery 

puny musty piercing velvety stale 

miniature putrid quiet fragile chewy 

minuscule  rancid subdued silky unseasoned 

big rich weak feathery flavorful 

enormous rotten/spoiled soft dry creamy 

colossal  smoky dull damp tart 

fat sour intense cottony strong 

immense stale high-pitched furry crunchy 

huge strong low fuzzy doughy 

gigantic sweet deep knotted fried 

large garlicky nasally  limp garlicky 

mammoth fruity wheezy strong greasy 

massive spicy hoarse rubbery gooey 

abundant terrible clear leathery juicy 

sparse unusual light slimy delicious 

empty vile pleasant sticky light 

full unpleasant gentle wet lemony 

substantial fresh shrill firm robust 

massive new high rough robust 

heavy faint unpleasant stiff tangy 

bulky familiar obnoxious  hard tasteless 

extensive aromatic horrible  coarse zesty 

Writer’s incorporate details 
that describe the 5 senses in 
order to make their writing 
rich and jam packed with detail! 
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Writer’s incorporate 
details that describe 
color to make their 
writing more 
descriptive, clear, and 
filled with VIVID detail. 
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white ivory off white light tan taupe black 

pale yellow marigold burnt 
orange 

rusty dusty 
rose 

brown 

fuchsia pink  peach hot pink burnt 
red 

crimson 

plum purple lilac lavender baby blue royal blue 

navy blue mint celery lime green spring 
green 

jade 

teal hunter green olive green sage moss green emerald 

light grey dark grey 
 

silver 
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PREPOSITIONS begin PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES which 
add detail to writing about LOCATION, position, how 

something is done, and possession.  Learn the  
different Prepositional Phrases by singing the words 

below to the tune of “Yankee Doodle”! 
 
 With On For After At By In 
  

Against Instead Of Near Between 
  

Through Over Up According To 
  

Around About Beyond Into 
  

Until Within Without Upon  
  

From Above Across Along 
  

Toward Before Behind Below  
  

Beneath Beside During Under 
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Preposition Song 
(to the tune of Yankee Doodle Dandy) 

WITH ON FOR AFTER AT BY IN 
  

AGAINST INSTEAD OF NEAR BETWEEN 
  

THROUGH OVER UP ACCORDING TO 
  

AROUND ABOUT BEYOND INTO 
  

UNTIL WITHIN WITHOUT UPON  
  

FROM ABOVE ACROSS ALONG 
  

TOWARD BEFORE BEHIND BELOW  
  

BENEATH BESIDE DURING UNDER 
  

Preposition Song 
(to the tune of Yankee Doodle Dandy) 

WITH ON FOR AFTER AT BY IN 
  

AGAINST INSTEAD OF NEAR BETWEEN 
  

THROUGH OVER UP ACCORDING TO 
  

AROUND ABOUT BEYOND INTO 
  

UNTIL WITHIN WITHOUT UPON  
  

FROM ABOVE ACROSS ALONG 
  

TOWARD BEFORE BEHIND BELOW  
  

BENEATH BESIDE DURING UNDER 
  

Preposition Song 
(to the tune of Yankee Doodle Dandy) 

WITH ON FOR AFTER AT BY IN 
  

AGAINST INSTEAD OF NEAR BETWEEN 
  

THROUGH OVER UP ACCORDING TO 
  

AROUND ABOUT BEYOND INTO 
  

UNTIL WITHIN WITHOUT UPON  
  

FROM ABOVE ACROSS ALONG 
  

TOWARD BEFORE BEHIND BELOW  
  

BENEATH BESIDE DURING UNDER 
  

Preposition Song 
(to the tune of Yankee Doodle Dandy) 

WITH ON FOR AFTER AT BY IN 
  

AGAINST INSTEAD OF NEAR BETWEEN 
  

THROUGH OVER UP ACCORDING TO 
  

AROUND ABOUT BEYOND INTO 
  

UNTIL WITHIN WITHOUT UPON  
  

FROM ABOVE ACROSS ALONG 
  

TOWARD BEFORE BEHIND BELOW  
  

BENEATH BESIDE DURING UNDER 
  



 
 

 

A coordinating conjunction is a connecting word that  
joins two words, two phrases, or two simple sentences. 

Coordinating  
Conjunctions  

 
 

(F.A.N.B.O.Y.S.) 
 

For/And/Nor/But/ 
Or/Yet/So 

The words that introduce dependent clauses  
are called subordinating conjunctions. 

Subordinating  
Conjunctions  

 

after, although as, as if, 
as long as, as much as,  

as soon as, because, before,  
even if, even though, if, if only,  
now that, once, provided that,  

rather than, 
since, so that, than, that, though,  
till, unless, until, when, whenever, 

where, whereas, wherever,  Pa
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